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1. Introduction

Computer networking has changed greatly from what is used to be few

decades ago. For a layman, one of the most visible changes has been the

rapid increase in the number of Internet-connected devices as our sur-

roundings get filled with various kinds of tiny computers. This trend is

also likely to continue – the number of Internet-connected devices is ex-

pected to double every 2-3 years [6, 7]. A large fraction of this growth

comes from Internet-of-Things (IoT) devices that are constrained in their

computation and storage capabilities, communicate wirelessly, and of-

ten lack human input methods. Another recent trend in networking,

less visible to layman, is the emergence of software-defined networking

(SDN) [55], which centralizes the decision making in traditionally decen-

tralized networks and thus eases the development and testing of novel

network applications. Both of these developments, IoT and SDN, have re-

ceived plenty of attention from researchers as well as from the industry

because they are believed to be the key concepts that will shape the future

networking [90, 13].

As most developments in computing, also IoT and SDN have their back-

ground in the continuous search of new applications and lower product

development and operational costs. IoT connects the ubiquitous comput-

ers to each other and to the cloud and thus enables novel applications

that were not possible before. On the other hand, one of the main drivers

behind SDN was to reduce the cost and complexity of developing new net-

work applications. However, IoT or SDN not only create opportunities,

but also shape the security environment and introduce new threats to the

systems. As an example, unlike traditional computers, IoT devices have

limited CPU, memory, and battery capacity, which makes it more diffi-

cult to implement security protocols on them. Also, because of the small

form factor, they often lack proper input devices which makes configur-
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Introduction

ing them more difficult. Likewise, SDN centralizes the network’s control

plane, which has traditionally been distributed, and thus radically alters

the threat environment. These changes in the threats must be carefully

studied early on in the product development cycle to ensure that possible

design or implementation flaws do not spread widely.

Authentication is one of the main concepts when studying the security of

the emerging technologies. Authentication is basically the act of verifying

a communication peer’s claims about its identity or other attributes [109].

Another concept closely related to authentication is authorization. While

authentication is the act of verifying that a claimed attribute is true, au-

thorization means verifying that an entity is permitted to take an ac-

tion [79]. Traditionally, authorization comes after identity authentication

[1], but in modern communication systems, these concepts are often inter-

twined. Firstly, in device pairing, devices can only authenticate each other

after the user has authorized their association with each other. Secondly,

if the potential threat comes from an insider such as another user of the

network or even a compromised network element, logical isolation may

take the place of both authentication and authorization. Thirdly, when

fighting unauthorized traffic, authentication is typically a part of the so-

lution, but does not alone prevent denial-of-service attacks. This thesis

studies a set of such convoluted security problems in network and com-

munication security, and proposes some solutions. These problems arose

in several different research projects related to the security of the Internet

of Things and future networking technologies.

1.1 Structure of the thesis

This dissertation consists of an introduction part and six original peer-

reviewed publications. The common factor in the publications is network

and communication security in IoT and SDN. The introduction is split into

two parts as follows.

• Chapter 2 summarizes Publications I–II. It discusses authenticated

key-exchange protocols for establishing secure wireless communication

channel between two devices. More specifically, it describes a novel

commitment-based key-exchange protocol for Internet-of-Things (IoT)

devices. The protocol uses a shared fuzzy input for authenticating a ne-

gotiated session key. Unlike previous work, the protocol does not make

10
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any assumptions on the entropy distribution of the fuzzy secret.

• Chapter 3 summarizes Publications III–VI. It moves the focus to the

security of network infrastructure and, more specifically, software de-

fined networks. In addition to giving an introduction to the broad topic

of SDN security, we discuss the importance of device authentication in

SDN in a situation where an attacker already has a foothold in the

target network (Publication III). Another class of attacks that is dis-

cussed in detail is denial-of-service (DoS) attacks that originate from

the data-plane (Publication IV). In addition to explaining security chal-

lenges that software-defined networks face, the chapter also describes a

novel tenant isolation mechanism that can be implemented with SDN

technologies (Publication V). The chapter ends by presenting a security

analysis of several capability-based multicast-forwarding schemes that

have been proposed for SDN environments (Publication VI). This anal-

ysis shows that the proposed protocols use a flawed path-authorization

mechanism which makes them vulnerable to various DoS attacks.

1.2 Methodology

This thesis uses the well-established methodology in the field of systems

and networking security research. This includes prototyping, which is

used to verify new designs (Publications I, II, and V). In addition to pro-

totyping, the developed protocols were verified with an automatic protocol

verifier to avoid crude mistakes (Publications I and II). The attacks pre-

sented in this thesis are tested either in physical (Publication IV) or emu-

lated environments (Publication III). Attacks presented in Publication VI

were found with analytical means and their severity was evaluated with

simulations and mathematical modeling.
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2. Authenticated key-exchange with
shared fuzzy secret

This chapter describes a protocol for authenticated key-exchange with

fuzzy shared secret. The protocol was developed to enable pairing be-

tween Internet-of-Things (IoT) devices that have a touch-screen or other

touch-sensitive surface. This work was originally published in Publication

I and II. While the author of this thesis took part in the discussions of all

parts of the papers, we will focus here on the security protocol design,

which is the author’s main contribution to the team effort.

The number of network connected devices has seen a huge increase in the

past and this trend is likely to continue into the foreseeable future [6, 7].

Many of the new devices can be described as Internet-of-Things devices.

These devices are constrained in terms of CPU, memory, and battery. They

also have limited user-interfaces and typically communicate wirelessly

with protocols such as Wi-Fi [5], Bluetooth [2], or ZigBee [3]. Establish-

ing a secure wireless channel between two IoT devices that have no prior

information about each other is a widely studied problem called secure

device pairing [86].

Wireless channels are particularly interesting from the security point

of view because the wireless communication is comparably easy to eaves-

drop and even manipulate without being detected. Unfortunately, it is not

trivial to securely set up a wireless channel between two devices if they

initially know nothing about each other. Without the a-priori information,

such as identifiers or keys, the devices must rely on out-of-band communi-

cation for identifying the right peer device and for creating secure channel

with it. For example, the user may be required to carry some information,

such as PIN-code, from one device to the other. This process becomes eas-

ily cumbersome for the user especially if the devices lack proper screens

or keyboards.

13



Authenticated key-exchange with shared fuzzy secret

Figure 2.1. Inputting the fuzzy secret.

There have been many proposals that aim to reduce the amount of man-

ual interaction required in the device pairing. These proposals include us-

ing contextual or location-dependent information, such as ambient sound

or radio signals [62]. (See Chong et al. [30] for a comprehensive sur-

vey on different sources from which the secret can be extracted). Other

mechanisms, on the other hand, require the user to help by producing

the shared context information, for example, in the form of biometric in-

put [23], simultaneous button presses [97], or simultaneous shaking of

the devices [18, 63]. The common denominator for all of these propos-

als is that the shared secret information is fuzzy and can only be known

approximately. As an example, although two recordings taken from the

same ambient sound will have common features, the recordings will not

be exactly the same. Another property for this kind of fuzzy information

is that it is usually very difficult to estimate the entropy of such secret.

These properties must be taken into account when designing a pairing

mechanism and, specifically, when designing the security protocol for it.

Our study of the pairing protocols was motivated by the invention of a

novel way for inputting the fuzzy secret: the user synchronously creates

drawings on two touch-sensitive surfaces with two fingers of the same

hand (see Fig. 2.1 for an illustration). The device pairing method works

with two touch-screen or touch-pad devices including mobile phones, touch-

pad mice, tablet computers, and more traditional IoT-like devices such as

smart screens [100]. Similar method has later been proposed for user

authentication [92].

After studying the pairing protocols for our novel pairing mechanism,

we came to the conclusion that none of the existing protocols was suit-

able for this particular use case. More specifically, several of the earlier

protocols either had too large communication overhead or made strong as-

sumptions about the entropy of the secret (either about the total entropy

or how the entropy is distributed in the secret data). This led us to de-
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velop of a novel pairing protocol. Unlike the previous protocols, the new

protocol makes only minimal assumptions about the entropy of the secret.

This is important as measuring the entropy of fuzzy data is notoriously

difficult and even a small amount of leaked data can reveal a lot about the

fuzzy secret [46].

The rest of this chapter is split into three parts. We start by defining

the threat model and reviewing the related work in Section 2.1. Then,

Section 2.2 describes the design principles for our protocol as well as how

the protocol was evaluated. After this, Section 2.3 discusses the protocol

and concludes the chapter.

2.1 Background

This section reviews the previously proposed protocols for authenticated

key establishment with fuzzy data. More specifically, the focus is on the

situation where two devices want to negotiate a session key for a primary

wireless communication channel (e.g. Bluetooth) while having no a-priori

knowledge about each other. In addition to the primary channel, both de-

vices have access to a low-throughput out-of-band (OOB) channel, which

has a high error rate. The errors on this channel may be caused by varia-

tions in the sensory inputs or external noise, which causes the input to be

fuzzy.

The goal of the protocol is to negotiate a session key that is used to se-

cure the primary channel. The attacker has Dolev-Yao capabilities [36] on

this channel and tries to access the communication either by eavesdrop-

ping or impersonating one or both devices (i.e. man-in-the-middle attack

or one-sided impersonation attack). Unlike the primary channel, the OOB

channel is assumed to have some inbuilt security that protects the in-

tegrity and confidentiality of the data. This may be, for example, because

the OOB-channel is under direct supervision of the user or is highly loca-

tion limited.

The protocols for solving this problem can be divided into three cate-

gories. Firstly, there are commitment-based protocols where an unau-

thenticated session key, which derived for example with Diffie-Hellman

protocol, is authenticated with the commitments. Another possibility is

to extract a secret key from the shared environment. This key can then

be used either directly as a session key or to authenticate one. The third

category is formed by the protocols where a key or authentication code is
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transmitted over the OOB channel. We now briefly describe some protocol

examples from each of these categories.

Commitment-based protocols

Commitments have been used for long to protect the communication in-

tegrity – probably the earliest protocol was Interlock proposed by Rivest

and Shamir in 1984 [77]. Although this proposal used encryption func-

tions rather than cryptographic hashes, the principles are the same as

with modern protocols (see Hoang et al. [69] for a survey of modern com-

mitment protocols).

There are three phases in commitment-based authenticated key exchange.

First, in the key-exchange phase, the devices perform an unauthenticated

key-exchange with Diffie-Hellman or by using public-key encryption with-

out certificates. This produces a shared but still unauthenticated session

key k. In the commitment phase, the devices cryptographically tie this key

to a (short) shared secret p that they have received over the OOB-channel.

Typically the commitment is a cryptographic hash H(k, p, r), where r is

a fresh random number that blinds the secrets. Finally, in the opening

phase, the devices reveal the values r and p.1 If the revealed shared se-

crets match and if the devices can recalculate each other’s commitments

using the just revealed information, the session key is deemed authentic.

The timing of the protocol phases is crucial to the security of the pro-

tocol. More specifically, neither device may move to the opening phase

before the other has finished the commitment phase. Otherwise a man-in-

the-middle (MitM) attacker can learn the shared secret p from one device

and use it to compute the commitment for the other.

A clever way for enforcing the strict separation of the commitment and

opening phases is shown by MANA III and its variants [4, 56, 101]. Here,

the shared secret p is split into n pieces p1|p2| . . . |pn. The protocol then

performs a separate commitment and opening for each round so that each

round starts only after the previous ends. While this allows the attacker

to learn one part pi (typically p1) of the shared secret, it cannot learn

more unless it manages to guess a commitment correctly. The attacker

can, nevertheless, use this learned information when performing the key-

exchange with the other device (i.e. one-sided impersonation). Thus, given

that the shared secret k has ek bits of entropy, the protocol utilizes ek · n−1n

1If the shared secret is not fuzzy (e.g. a PIN-code) there is no need to reveal p.
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bits out of ek. Increasing the number of protocol rounds obviously helps,

but it also increases the communication overhead as the required number

of round trips grows.

As mentioned above, commitment protocols work with fuzzy as well as

with non-fuzzy secrets. The only difference with fuzzy secret is that the

secret must be revealed alongside the random number r. Because of this,

MANA III-like commitment protocols can be found from several proto-

cols that use fuzzy information as the shared secret. As an example,

Amigo [105] uses the ambient radio environment as the shared secret

while Soriente et al. [97] have the user press buttons on both devices

simultaneously and use the timing of the button presses as the shared

secret.

However, the challenge with MANA III-like protocols is how the fuzzy

secret p is split into parts. Firstly, the parts on both devices must corre-

spond to each other. Secondly, the security of these protocols is based on

the assumption that every part is independent from the others. In other

words, secret pi must not convey any information about piece pj , j > i.

Thirdly, all the parts must contain approximately the same amount of en-

tropy. These requirements are difficult to meet when dealing with fuzzy

secrets.

There are also other ways to enforce the separation of the commitment

and opening phases. Roscoe [81] recently presented an approach where

the phases could be separated with a time-lock – i.e. a computational puz-

zle that cannot be solved within certain time [78]. Our protocol follows the

commitment approach but instead relies on implicit time synchronization

from a user action.

Extracting key from noisy environment

Another solution is to extract a secret key directly from the environment

shared by the devices. This naturally produces a fuzzy secret because

environmental measurements are inherently noisy. If the key obtained

this way contains enough entropy, it could be used directly as the session

key. However, as it is usually difficult to estimate the total entropy in the

fuzzy data, it usually is a better to use the fuzzy secret to authenticate a

key exchange such as Diffie-Hellman.

While the general idea behind this approach is simple, it can be chal-

lenging to extract exact keys from fuzzy measurements. Most commonly,

this is achieved with fuzzy cryptography. These protocols were originally
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developed for biometric authentication and have later been used in device

pairing [23, 24, 68]. While the protocol details vary, the general principle

is that the paired devices exchange error correcting codes for their mea-

surements – in clear over the insecure primary channel [15, 35]. Using

this error correcting information, the devices may calculate an exact key

from their own fuzzy measurements. The data-sources that have been

proposed so far include biometrics [24, 23], ambient audio [96, 87, 68],

and environment luminosity [68].

The challenge with fuzzy cryptography is to design the error correction

scheme in such a way that the error correction information that is sent

over the insecure channel does not leak any information about the actual

data. This can be difficult to achieve as it requires careful studying of the

information content of the fuzzy data [46]. This is something we want to

avoid in our protocol.

In addition to the fuzzy-cryptography based approaches, some propos-

als try to create a secret key by extracting key features from the fuzzy

data. The potential differences in the measured features are then tack-

led either by using only the most significant features from the data (e.g.

ShakeMe [111]), or simply by not considering unequal features (CKP [64],

SAPHE [44], and NFPA [58]). The inherent problem with these seemingly

simple key-extraction methods is that the effective key strength of the key

will be small even if a lot of entropy would be available – Yüzügüzel et

al. [111] reported that they could extract on average only 15 bits of en-

tropy from five seconds of device shaking. This is because only features

that are guaranteed to match between the two devices can be used when

creating the key.

Key distribution over noisy channel

Finally, some protocols rely on sending a secret key or an authentication

code over a noisy OOB channel. These protocols offer a simple and se-

cure way for authenticated key exchange assuming that the OOB channel

cannot be eavesdropped and that active attacks can be detected. Human

Assisted Pure Audio Pairing (HAPADEP) illustrates this approach [98].

There, an encryption key is sent over the audio OOB channel together

with an error correction code. Alternatively, it is possible to use the OOB

channel for verifying the result of a key exchange, as has been shown by

BEDA [97], Loud and clear [42], and Seeing-is-believing [65]. Sending an

authentication code over the OOB-channel (rather than the whole key) is
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usually preferable as this makes the key exchange resistant to passive

attacks on the OOB channel. Some protocols, such as EAP-NOOB [14],

combine both of these methods and send the encryption key as well as

authentication code over the OOB channel.

2.2 Time-based commitments and authenticated key-exchange
with fuzzy secret

This section describes the design principles behind our pairing protocol.

The details of the protocol can be found in Publications I and II.

The protocol was developed for a pairing mechanism that extracts the

fuzzy secret from drawings that the user simultaneously creates on two

devices using two fingers from the same hand. Typically the user does

this by holding the devices on one hand and making the drawings with

the thumb and index finger of the other hand. This makes the inputted

drawings fuzzy – valid drawings are similar, but not exactly equal.

The main reason for developing a new pairing protocol instead of using

for example some of the protocols reviewed in the previous section was

that we had no reliable way of estimating how much entropy there is in

the drawings that the user creates. (More recent research has provided

evidence that the entropy of free-form drawings slightly exceeds the en-

tropy of typical PIN-codes [92]). More importantly, we did not know how

the entropy is distributed in the drawing, or in other words, would it be

possible for the attacker to predict the whole drawing based on some part

of it. Because of this uncertainty, the pairing protocol should not leak

any information about the content of the fuzzy secret to a potential at-

tacker.2 This rules out protocols based on fuzzy cryptography as well as

MANA III-like protocols with few protocol rounds. While MANA III -like

protocol with several rounds would address the problem related to the en-

tropy, this would increase the communication overhead. Directly extract-

ing keys from the fuzzy input (without the use of fuzzy cryptography), on

the other hand, would reduce the effective entropy of the shared secret,

which renders this approach unacceptable. These practical problems mo-

tivated us to develop a new protocol where the secrets are communicated

and revealed in one piece.

Our protocol uses commitments to ensure the authenticity of the session

2Strictly speaking, our protocol does leak the length of the secret, but nothing
about its content.
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key. Recall from the previous section that a commitment-based proto-

col has three phases: (1) unauthenticated key exchange, (2) commitment

phase, and (3) opening phase. Moreover, recall that the security of such

protocol relies on the strict separation of the commitment and opening

phases. We developed two protocol variants that follow this same struc-

ture. In the first explicit variant, the user signals the devices when both

of them have received commitments. In practice, this requires that the

devices indicate that they have received the peer’s commitment and that

the user allows them to continue to the opening phase after both devices

have reached this state. After this, the devices may reveal the secrets and

finish the protocol.

The drawback of the explicit protocol variant is that it requires the user

not to press the “continue”-button on one device before the other device

has received its commitment. If this did not happen, a man-in-the-middle

attacker would be able to launch an impersonation attack against one of

the two devices. While it may be possible to educate the users to oper-

ate the pairing mechanism securely, the risk of users mistakes cannot be

completely removed.

In the implicit protocol variant, the user is not required to signal the

movement from the commitment phase to the opening phase. Instead,

the roughly simultaneous phase transition is achieved with synchronized

clocks. More specifically, the devices store the time when the user stops

drawing and lifts fingers from the touch sensitive surface. This refer-

ence event happens roughly simultaneously on both devices and can be

used to synchronize the devices’ internal clocks. With information about

this reference event, the devices can then progress in the protocol roughly

synchronously. The minor synchronization error are tackled by allowing

small deviation in the timings of the reference event. In our prototype,

this margin of error was set to 500 ms. Too short drawings, on the other

hand, were prevented in the prototype by requiring the drawing to be at

least 4 seconds long. This value, however, could be much smaller – in a re-

cent work, Sherman et al. [92] show that the length of a free-form drawing

correlates only very weakly with its entropy and that roughly 2 seconds

of drawing produces entropy that is comparable to a PIN-code.

The security of both protocol variants was verified with ProVerif [19]

automated cryptographic protocol verifier (the used ProVerif-model can

be found in the appendix of Publication I).
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2.3 Discussion

The developed commitment protocol has three main limitations. Firstly,

the protocol requires that the devices can be synchronized based on some

reference event. In other words, the protocol cannot be used with inputs

that do not provide such information that can be used for synchronizing

the devices. Secondly, because the protocol uses commitment, the fuzzy-

secrets must be revealed during the pairing process. Thus, this protocol

should not be used with long-term secrets such as biometric data. (Our

protocol does encrypt all commitment-related messages with the unau-

thenticated session key. While this prevents the information from leaking

to a passive eavesdropper, it does not protect long-term secrets against

active impersonation attacks.)

Finally, the synchronization of the devices relies on user actions. Fail-

ing to synchronize the devices opens possibilities for a man-in-the-middle

attacker. We did pay a special attention to this and augmented the pro-

totype with mechanisms that, for example, detect if the user accidentally

lifts one finger off the device. However, the risk of erratic user behavior

cannot be completely removed.

On the positive side, the proposed timing-based commitment protocol

has several benefits compared to other pairing protocols. Firstly, as al-

ready mentioned, it makes very few assumptions about the entropy of

the fuzzy secret. Because the fuzzy secret is used only to authenticate a

sessions key (instead of deriving a session key directly from the fuzzy se-

cret), it does not need to contain much entropy, but if it does, the security

against opening attacks is increased accordingly. Also, because the secret

is not split in any way, no information about it is leaked to a potential

attacker. Thirdly, the fuzzy secrets are be revealed to the other device

as a whole. This enables the devices to use any distance to compare the

drawings and allows independent development of the protocol and the dis-

tance metrics used to compare the drawings. Different distance metrics

are discussed more detailed in Publication II.
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3. Towards secure software-defined
networks

Traditionally, computer networks have run in a distributed manner so

that routers and other network devices implement well specified protocols

that define the network’s behavior. Software-defined networking (SDN)

changes this by replacing the distributed decision making with a logi-

cally centralized controller and by unifying the interface through which

the controller reaches the network switches. This makes the network ap-

plication development, testing, and maintenance easier and cheaper [52].

While the key ideas behind SDN can be traced back to the active-net-

working research done in the 90s [103, 25], SDN did not gain significant

momentum until OpenFlow was introduced in 20081 [66]. The change,

largely initiated by the introduction of OpenFlow, is said to be singular in

the history of networking [91]. This claim is further attested by the sheer

amount of research papers the topic has engendered [53, 70, 38].

The basic concept behind SDN is easily explained. In traditional net-

works, routers have a dual role: Firstly, they have a role on the control-

plane as they perform routing, quality-of-service, and other control-plane

functions. Secondly, they are data-plane elements meaning that they par-

ticipate in packet forwarding. The idea behind SDN is to decouple these

two functions. This is achieved by removing control-plane functions from

the routers and instead placing the control-plane logic to the logically cen-

tralized controller. As a result, the switches2 will be only responsible for

data-plane packet forwarding. The controller then interfaces with the

switches through a standard south-bound interface, such OpenFlow [66],

NETCONF [37], LISP [80], or P4 [20]. Additionally, the controller in-

1The term software-defined networking was coined later, in 2009. [67]
2As the control-plane functionality is removed from the routers, they become
switches according to SDN terminology. This notion is slightly inconsistent as
even a traditional L2-switch may implement some control-plane functions, such
as spanning-tree protocol (STP) and the SDN switches may forward packets
based on L3 or L4 identifiers.
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Figure 3.1. SDN architecture and terminology

terfaces with SDN applications through a controller-specific north-bound

interface. This architecture shields the SDN applications from the prob-

lems caused by distributed state and makes it possible to create applica-

tions that feed requirements to the controller, which the controller then

composes into packet processing rules for the data-plane [88]. Figure 3.1

illustrates the overall SDN architecture. Due to its popularity, this chap-

ter mostly focuses on OpenFlow software-defined networks. The analysis,

however, is for the most part generalizable to networks using other south-

bound protocols.

It is not surprising that an architectural change on this scale also changes

the network security and threat landscape. The most obvious change is

that more attention must be paid to ensure the security and robustness of

the centralized controller which becomes a single point of failure. Also, se-

curing the southbound communication (OpenFlow connections) becomes a

priority because the ability to spoof OpenFlow messages would create al-

most unlimited possibilities for an attacker. In addition, the standardiza-

tion of the southbound protocols will increase device and software homo-

geneity [54]. Thus, it is likely that design and implementation flaws have

a broader impact in SDN than in traditional networks, which have had

inherent protection in the form of decentralization, proprietary software,

and heterogeneity of the network devices [54]. These observations mo-

tivated our research presented in Publications III and IV, which study

denial-of-service attacks against OpenFlow networks and attacks that

originate from compromised network elements.

That said, while SDN radically changes the threat landscape, it also cre-

ates several new possibilities. Novel network applications that have been
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developed with SDN technologies range from SDN-based denial-of-service

prevention mechanisms [110] to traffic engineering [8]. Applications that

will be discussed more in this thesis include tenant isolation (Publication

V) and source-routed multicast mechanisms (Publication VI).

This chapter summarizes the work originally done in Publications III–

VI. First, Section 3.1 gives a brief survey to SDN security. Special at-

tention is given to attacks that originate from compromised network el-

ements and to denial-of-service (DoS) attacks originating from the data-

plane, which are the topics of Publications III and IV, respectively. Sec-

tion 3.2 takes more positive view on SDN and discusses Publication V,

which describes a mechanism with which OpenFlow can be used to iso-

late domains in a multi-tenant network. Finally, Section 3.3 summarizes

Publication VI which provides a security analysis of a source-routed mul-

ticast protocol that has been proposed for software-defined networks as

well as earlier designs for the future Internet. The results show that the

proposed protocol has inherent vulnerabilities that render it unsuitable

for open networks.

3.1 Security challenges in SDN

The prior work on how to secure software-defined networks is plenti-

ful [88, 59]. A commonly used way of approaching this topic to treat the

security of the application and control planes, southbound interface (i.e.

OpenFlow channel), and data plane separately [54, 59]. This section uses

the same approach. The focus will be on attacks targeting the OpenFlow

communication and on the data-plane security as these relate closely to

Publication III and IV. Other aspects of SDN security are discussed only

briefly (see Li et al. [59] for a recent and more comprehensive survey on

the topic). In the rest of this chapter, we assume that the reader knows the

basics of SDN and OpenFlow. Those unfamiliar with them are referred to

Kreutz et al. [53].

Application plane and controller security

It is not surprising that a bulk of the SDN security research has focused

on protecting the control plane. After all, SDN mainly changes how the

network’s control plane functions. Also, the brain of the network lies on

the control plane making it a tempting target for adversaries.
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One perspective to the control-plane security is how to reduce the risk

of an unauthorized controller access. Li et al. [57] demonstrate this ap-

proach with an architecture where a network with multiple controllers

support Byzantine fault tolerance. There are also other distributed con-

troller designs that emphasize fault-tolerance [22] and distribution [104,

47]. While security is not the main motivation behind these proposals, in-

creased distribution usually also yields resilience and can reduce the risk

of a single controller becoming compromised.

Another control-plane security problem relates to the applications – how

the controller can be protected against ill-behaving applications and how

the rules that the controller receives via the northbound interface can

be validated. Inconsistencies and interoperability issues are possible be-

cause the network applications above the north-bound interface may be

provided by different vendors and may not be trusted as much as the

actual controller. As an example, an attacker who can alter the behav-

ior of some application may try to create several rules where no sin-

gle rule alone violates the policies, but together they create unwanted

behavior. This problem has led to the development of security enforce-

ment kernels which enhances the controller with security functions such

as access-control, flow-rule conflict resolution, and security auditing ser-

vices [73, 74]. Other approaches that try to address the problem of in-

correct policies or flow-rules utilize model checking [26], symbolic execu-

tion [51], or other real-time verification mechanisms [10].

OpenFlow security

The security of the southbound interface, namely the OpenFlow, has also

gotten plenty of attention from the researchers. It is easy to see, that an

attacker able to become a man in the middle in the OpenFlow connection

would effectively get control over the OpenFlow switch. Just the capabil-

ity to eavesdrop OpenFlow communication may provide valuable informa-

tion to the attacker [94]. These, relatively obvious threats, are addressed

in the OpenFlow standard by allowing the OpenFlow connection to be

run over TLS (DTLS is possible for auxiliary OpenFlow connections) [72].

However, rather surprisingly, the use of TLS is optional according to the

standard, and the TLS adoption has been notably slow [84].

Slow adoption of TLS is not the only problem that relates to securing the

OpenFlow channel. In the context of SDN, the proper use of TLS requires

that both the switch and the controller are mutually authenticated which
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can only be achieved if the administrators distribute key pairs and certifi-

cates for every network device [89]. This can be considered as a nuisance

by the administrators who may be tempted to take a shortcut and only

use TLS with only one-sided authentication or, in the worst case, sim-

ply opt-out from the use of TLS [16]. Any shortcuts with TLS, however,

may lead to severe security problems as pointed out by the IETF [108].

We made the same observation in Publication III where we analyze what

kinds of attacks are possible if an attacker has already gotten a foothold

in the target network and has compromised one of the switches. We found

that the consequences of such an attack highly depend on whether the

network uses TLS to protect the controller-plane traffic, whether the net-

work uses TLS with mutual authentication, and whether the OpenFlow

traffic is physically isolated from the data-plane. In the worst case, the

attacker can spoof the state of several switches and even to perform topol-

ogy spoofing. These spoofing attacks have later gotten more attention

from the research community [45, 34] as well as the threat model where

all network elements, and SDN-switches in particular, are not considered

trusted [29, 41].

Data-plane security

While the majority of the changes that OpenFlow brings to traditional

networking relate to the control-plane, there may also be vulnerabilities

that are exploitable through the data-plane. Before going into the details,

it is instructive to take a look at the different ways in which OpenFlow

networks can be configured.

There are two different ways of routing the OpenFlow connections. Firstly,

the network may be structured so that there is a dedicated physical con-

trol network that is used for control-plane signaling, namely for Open-

Flow. This is called an out-of-band control-network. Alternatively, the

control-plane may be logically isolated from the data-plane for example

with VLAN tags. OpenFlow connections and data-plane traffic would,

however, still travel over the same underlying physical network. This op-

tion is called an in-band control-channel. While the out-of-band channel

is more palatable from the security point of view, creating a redundant

network for control-traffic may not be always possible because of econom-

ical or practical reasons.

On a high level, there are two ways in which an OpenFlow network can

be configured. Firstly, all of the forwarding rules, or flow-table entries in
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the OpenFlow terminology, can be proactively configured on the switches.

Alternatively, the flow-table entries can be installed after a switch sees

a packet belonging to a new flow. In this latter, reactive model, when a

switch sees a packet and does not know how to forward, it buffers the

packet and sends the packet header to the controller. The controller then

makes the forwarding decision on behalf of the switch, after which it in-

stalls a new flow-table entry to the switch in order to ensure the smooth

forwarding of the following packets in the same flow. Unfortunately, the

reactive flow-table rule installation may create an avenue for denial-of-

service attacks. The attacker can flood the network with packets for which

the switches do not yet have matching flow entries. This will cause the

switches to constantly ask the controller for new flow-table rules, which

eventually causes the flow tables and the switch buffers to become full.

Suitable packet formats for the attack can be identified by measuring the

packet round-trip times [94]. The use of an in-band control channel ex-

acerbates this attack as the control-plane and data-plane share the band-

width. We have studied these kinds of DoS attacks in Publication IV.

There are several ways to mitigate the threat of such DoS attacks. Firstly,

the network should be configured so that it uses generic match rules in

the flow-table entries. As a general principle, the match rules should be

enough long living and generic so that a potential attacker cannot cause

new flow-table entries to be created simply by modifying the packet fields.

This requires flow aggregation and finding the optimal time-out periods

for the flow-table entries. Rate limiting of OpenFlow messages may also

help in mitigating the threat (this feature was introduced in OpenFlow

1.3.0 [71]). Finally, there have been proposals that involve first detect-

ing a DoS attack and then trying to limit its impact, which may further

mitigate the threat of these attacks [106, 95].

3.2 Tenant isolation with OpenFlow

So far this chapter has focused on security challenges. SDN, however, also

creates possibilities for novel network applications. We now briefly de-

scribe an architecture for an OpenFlow-based multi-tenant environment.

This work was originally described in Publication V.

In multi-tenant environments, a service provider wants to provide shared

network resources for its tenants. This resource sharing brings several

well known benefits such as better resource utilization as well as reduced
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operational costs [17]. In a palatable architecture, the tenants should be

able to control their own (leased) network resources while at the same

time be isolated. This means that the tenants should be unable to affect

other tenants. The tenants should, however, be able to open some of their

services, so called inter-tenant services, to other tenants. The architecture

presented in Publication V achieves this: while the tenants are isolated

from each other by default, they may loosen up the isolation and open

some of their services to other tenants.

Before going to the details of the architecture, let us take a look at a

typical multi-tenant network in Figure 3.2. Firstly, every tenant in the

network has dedicated (virtual) hosts, which are connected to a (virtual)

edge switch. This means that a host can always be identified by the inter-

face of the edge switch. While the hosts and their connections to the edge

switch are dedicated to a single tenant, the core-network connecting the

edge switches is shared.

Providing tenant isolation in a multi-tenant environment is essentially

a problem about multiplexing and how the tenants’ packets are identi-

fied in the shared infrastructure [31]. In general, there are three ways in

which this can be done. Firstly, the network can be sliced meaning that,

for example, the available address space is split between the tenants (see

e.g. [93, 32]). While this is a very simple way of achieving tenant-isolation,

it decreases the IPv4 address space size available to the tenants. Second

possibility is to use tunneling in the shared network. In this case, the

edge switches simply encapsulates all packets going towards the shared

core network and decapsulates packets arriving from there. The encap-

sulation must include sufficient information for forwarding the packet

through the shared network as well as a tenant identifier that allows

the egress switch to forward the packet to the correct destination host.

Such tunneling solutions can be found from several multi-tenant related

architectures [33, 60, 107] as well as from other, not strictly multi-tenant

related, solutions [39, 61, 43].

The third way to multiplex packets through the shared core network

Edge switch 

Tenant 1 
Host 

Tenant 2 
Host 

Edge switch 

Tenant 1 
Host 

Tenant 3 
Host 

Shared core  
network 

Figure 3.2. A typical multi-tenant network architecture. Every virtual host are connects
to a virtual edge switches, which are connected via the shared core network.
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is to use address rewriting (see e.g. [9]). As mentioned above, when the

packet is sent to the core network, it must be augmented with the infor-

mation needed for forwarding the packet through the core, and with in-

formation that uniquely identifies the destination. This information can

also be rewritten to the original header without adding a new header. In

the architecture presented in Publication V, we use the Ethernet source

and destination addresses for this. The main benefit of address rewrit-

ing compared to encapsulation is that it does not increase the packet size,

which could in some scenarios lead to fragmenting [60], and, as discussed

in the publication, is typically slower compared to packet rewriting. The

drawback of rewriting is that, unlike encapsulation, it requires that the

packet’s L2 header to stay unmodified in the shared infrastructure.

The inter-tenant communication in our proposed architecture is solved

by dedicating a some private IP addresses for inter-domain services. While

this does limit the number of addresses available to the tenants, it is a

more scalable solution than the use of public IP addresses. However, on

a more general level, the way the inter-tenant communication is designed

in the architecture is not tied to the forwarding mechanism but would also

work if tunneling was used instead of packet rewriting.

3.3 Source-routed capabilities and their security

One of the promises of SDN was that it allows easy development of net-

work applications and even protocols by developing these features as con-

troller applications.3 This has inspired research on alternative forwarding

mechanisms. One such proposal is Bloom-filter based source-routed mul-

ticast [48]. While the research on Bloom-filter based forwarding precedes

the SDN research [75], the emergence of SDN has sparked the academics’

interest on the topic again. This is because SDN technologies provide

natural and easy deployment paths for these protocols. At the time of

writing, there are Bloom-filter forwarding implementations for networks

using OpenFlow [27, 76], P4 [12], and NetFPGA [50, 40].

The idea behind Bloom-filter based forwarding is simple. First, consider

the network as a directed graph G = (V,E). Any multicast tree T in the

3While OpenFlow is relatively restricted, there are several other SDN technolo-
gies that enable packet matching and forwarding on the switches based on ar-
bitrary fields [21, 20, 49]. These technologies give the developers more leeway
when designing new protocols.
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network can be depicted as a set of links T ⊆ E. (The tree reduces to a

single path in unicast). The basic idea is that the tree T is included in

the header of every packet sent to that tree. Based on the information

found from the packet, the network switches can forward the packets to-

wards the intended destination. The header size can be kept reasonable

by encoding the set T as a Bloom filter.

This approach has several intriguing properties. First, Bloom filters al-

low the multicast trees to be represented compactly – typically the pro-

posals use 256-bit Bloom filters which can store trees with around 32

links. Secondly, since the multicast tree is embedded in every packet,

the switches do not have to store any per-group state. This is in stark

contrast to IP multicast that requires routers to store state for every mul-

ticast group traversing through them.

The forwarding scheme, however, also has its problems. Bloom filter is

a probabilistic data-structure and it is possible that a packet is forwarded

to a link to which it was not originally intended. While a small number

of false positives can be allowed (there are several tricks that can be used

to reduce the probability for false positives [102]), there is always a risk

that a packet is forwarded to a node that was earlier in the multicast

tree. Without countermeasures, this would cause a potentially infinite

loop, which an adversary could exploit for denial-of-service (DoS) attacks.

Rothenberg et al. [82] proposed solving both accidental and maliciously

created forwarding loops by applying a pseudo-random bit-permutation

on the Bloom filter at every hop. This would essentially make the Bloom

filter a function of the traversed path and thus break potential loops.4

The invention of this relatively brilliant looping countermeasure led its

inventors to believe that the same mechanism would essentially make

the Bloom filter a source-routed capability. Network capability is ba-

sically an approach to solve denial-of-service (DoS) attacks by allowing

routers to check from a packet itself whether it has been authorized by a

receiver [11]. Because the Bloom filter that the sender uses on a packet is

composed of link identifiers that the sender is not supposed to know, and

because the sender does not (presumably) know the permutations that

the switches apply, it would seem that the Bloom filter could be used to as

a capability. (Naturally, this requires that the network has some mecha-

nism for end-hosts to obtain valid Bloom filters. Typically this is achieved

4While this countermeasure is probabilistic, infinite loops have been shown to be
extremely unlikely when it is deployed [99].
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with a logically centralized entity similar to the SDN-controller [48], or

with some distributed mechanism such as the one presented by Särela et

al. [85].)

In Publication VI, we show that the capability assumption is false –

permuted Bloom-filters do not work as secure capabilities. Our analy-

sis covers a wide range of different protocol variants and proves that an

attacker can construct valid Bloom filters that can be used to send un-

solicited traffic from a large number of compromised end hosts to a tar-

get node. In addition, the attacker can effectively prevent anyone from

leaving a multicast group which they have once joined. While preventing

these attacks is not impossible, most of the benefits of Bloom-filter for-

warding would be lost if the effective but expensive countermeasures for

these attacks were introduced. However, Bloom-filter based forwarding is

still an option for trusted environments. It could, for example, be used in-

side data-centers (see e.g. [83, 27, 28]) or as a layer 2.5 protocol instead of

MPLS (see e.g. [112]). Nevertheless, the results presented in Publication

VI can be seen as a reminder that novel SDN-based applications do not

always bring the benefit they promise.
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4. Conclusion

Internet of things (IoT) and software-defined networking (SDN) are ex-

pected to have a great impact on future networking. As a consequence,

they will also alter the networks’ security environment and introduce

new threats. This dissertation is composed of six original publications

that discuss various aspects of the security of IoT and SDN. A special em-

phasis is put on authentication and authorization – the IoT-related part

of the dissertation discusses device authentication and pairing while the

SDN-related part discusses topics such as authentication in OpenFlow,

isolation in multi-tenant SDN networks, and SDN-based source-routed

capabilities.

The main results and outcomes presented in this dissertation are the

following. Firstly, Publications I–II describe a novel protocol for device

pairing and authenticated key exchange. Unlike previous protocols, it al-

lows devices to be securely paired with a shared fuzzy secret while not

making any assumptions on how entropy is distributed in the secret. Af-

ter this, we study various aspects of SDN security in Publications III–VI.

Focus is on the security challenges in OpenFlow and, more specifically on

the device authentication (Publication III) and denial-of-service attacks

(Publication IV). These publications emphasizes the importance of device

authentication in SDN networks and the DoS risk caused by badly config-

ured OpenFlow devices. After discussing the security challenges of SDN,

we take a more positive look at SDN security and describe an architecture

for OpenFlow-based tenant isolation (Publication V). Finally, the disser-

tation is concluded with a security analysis of proposed capability-based

multicast schemes for SDN environments (Publication VI). This analysis

shows that the proposed protocols use a flawed path-authorization mech-

anism which makes them vulnerable to various denial-of-service (DoS)

attacks and limits their use to closed networks.
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Conclusion

The security of emerging networking technologies is a broad topic and

there are still many open and undiscovered problems in the area. While

this dissertation is a step on the path towards more secure and resilient

networks, there is still a great demand for further research on this topic.
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Errata

Publication I

Authors’ organizational affiliation marked with dagger-symbol (†) should

have been Department of Computer Science and Engineering instead of

Department of Computer Science.

Page 5, last paragraph of section 3. The value of ∆1 should be 200 ms and

∆2 500 ms. Variable ∆3 does not exist in the protocol or the prototype.

Citation [28] in the publication has incorrect publication year and venue.

See the citation [87] in this dissertation for the correct information.
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Errata

Publication III

The first column of Table 1 was not printed correctly. The table should

look as shown below.

Table 1: List of attacks analyzed in this paper

Flow-table modification Control-channel hijacking
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Eavesdrop control

data with packet

duplication

X X X X X X X X

MitM attack

by diverting traffic
X X X X X X X X

Spoof the state of

the compromised

switch e.g. to avoid

attack detection

X X X X

Eavesdrop control

traffic of the

compromised switch

X X X X

Eavesdrop

downstream switches’

control traffic

X X

Spoof downstream

switches’ state
X X

Topology spoofing:

add bogus switches

to the network

X X ?1 X X ?1

Empty downstream

switches’ flowtables

(DoS)

X X

1Depends on the control-network implementation. This and many further attacks
against uncompromised switches may be possible if the control network does not pro-
vide adequate isolation between switches.
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